Italian Pocket Transistor Radios:
SNT mod. Transix
by Lello Salvatore *

S.N.T. is the acronym of Società Negro & Torretta. It was the year 1960 when two daring young
men, Negro Mario Vincenzo (Galatina - LE - 11-01-1930) and Torretta Zeffirino (Pula - Istria,
Croatia - 26-02-1929), with a memorandum dated 22-12-1960 founded in Milan a company in
copartnership (s.n.c. =
società in nome collettivo,
in Italian, a company with
unlimited partnership) for
the construction of radios
and
similar
devices
having its registered office
in Via Col Moschin, 3.
Italy was at the height of its
economic boom and the
Japanese transistor radios,
after having flooded,
starting in 1957 , the United
States, had arrived in
Europe, including Italy. In
truth, some well-known
Italian radio manufacturers
such as Radio Allocchio
1
Bacchini and Voxson had
already debuted since
1956-'57
with
the
production of radio sets
working completely with
transistors and of pocket
size but their high price,
although justified by the
high quality of their
innovative
products,
resulted in limited sales.
Thanks to the dynamism,
creativity and the courage
to constantly put the
Italians themselve at stake,
in those years of a
favorable economy, driven
also by the entry on the
national market of radios
coming from Japan, there
was the birth of several
small
factories
and
workshops who assembled
Fig.1

their own radios (even if above all with valves) of a certain quality and in any case able to withstand
the competition of radio receivers of foreign origin, in particular those of Japanese production for
pocket radios. For Italy, 1960 was, among others, the year of the Games of the XVII Olympiad and
Rome, the chosen city, had been preparing for some time to welcome the great event that saw the
participation, from 25 August to 11 September, of eighty-four Nations2. In this context the S.N.T.,
that even before its formal foundation in December 1960, resulting from the proceedings of the
Milan Chamber of Commerce, was already operative and had designed in 1959 its first pocket
transistor radio receiver, the "Transix" model (Fig.1).
Description and short story of the Transix
The radios of Negro & Torretta appear for the first time in the ANIE catalog (Associazione
Nazionale Industrie Elettrotecniche = National Association of Electrotechnical Industries) n. 5 of
the Gruppo Costruttori Radio e Televisione (Radio and Television Manufacturers Group),
concerning almost all Italian radios production for the two-year period 1959-1960. In this useful
guide you can see the SNT Transix followed, on page 60, by the all transistor model SNT 611 and
the tube model SNT 41, both (models) of portable type. The Transix, on the other hand, is a radio
that can be defined as
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pocket-sized even if its dimensions are a bit
more generous, larger. The set measures in
fact 75 mm in width, 117 in height and 32
mm in thickness, a little beyond the
standard that in that period had established
itself with the introduction on the market by
the SONY, before of the model TR-63 of
March 1957 (mm 71x112x32)3 and from
June 1958, with the arrival of the most
widespread pocket radio in the world (500
thousand pieces sold worldwide, including
Japan, between 1958 and 1960!)4 the
model
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TR-610 (63 mm wide x 106x25 mm), even smaller than the TR-63. Comparing the
Transix with the TR-610 (Fig.2) you immediately notice that this set almost entirely traces the design
of the famous Japanese radio set of which can be defined, with all due respect, a clone. As transistor
radio collectors know very well, SNT was certainly not the only company in the world to mimic the
style of the TR-610 but there were many manufacturers, Japanese and otherwise, that made, albeit
with small differences, clones of this radio. Apart from the slightly different dimensions of the
plastic cabinet, the same external features of the TR-610 are found in the Transix. In particular we
have: a similar circular front grille, more rugged because made of brass and beige color on the
Transix; an identical metallic front panel with a small central window to display the underlying
numerical tuning dial scale; a similar metal stand to hold the radio or, rotating it, to keep it in an
inclined position. Only the two side knobs for on/off with volume control and the other for tuning
have different locations: on the right side in both version of the Transix, instead of being arranged
on either side as in the TR-610, the Transix's knobs are on the same line. On the front panel of the
Italian radio are engraved and colored in black the stylized SNT lettering, above the tuning dial
window and the word, “transix” under the small window. Unlike Radialba mod. 2010 dating back
to 1956-'57, Transix does not have on the tuning dial (also made with a white wheel with raised
numbers of the tuningable frequencies) the marks of the American Civil Defense for which it is
clear that this radio was not meant for export to the USA.
From the SNT laboratory in via Corrado il Salico, 30, Milan, two Transix versions were released.
The first type, designed in 1959 and available in stores in the summer of 1960, was soon followed
by Transix A (second version) in production from 1960-61. Both circuits of these two types were
the now proven superheterodyne with six transistors of which three are used in the high frequency
stages (HF) and three others in the audio frequency stages (LF). The audio stages, as was the case
for the vast majority of all-transistor pocket radio receivers in the world of those years, was in a
manner of speaking, the one of "first generation" because it used the classic two-transformer audio
driver and output circuit working in class-B. The circuitry differences between the two Transix
versions are minimal and concern both the front end where the winding of the antenna coil was
modified and, next to the indispensable detector diode, another diode between the two primary
windings of the first and of the second medium frequency transformer, said overload diode or also
stabilizer or damping. In the audio stages was added the useful earphone socket for the attachment
of a earphone so that the models equipped with this socket placed at the top on the left side of the
plastic cabinet, belong to the second type. Also in the Transix A chassis, as shown in the schematic
diagram (Fig.8) covered in volumes II and III of the "Schemario Apparecchi a Transistor" by
Romano Rosati published by Edizioni C.E.L.I. of Bologna, here are normally used the first Italianmade transistors, those of the 2G series ... made, under license of the American General Electric, by
the Società Generale Semiconduttori (SGS) or those signed SFT ... produced in the Latina area by
M.I.S.TRA.L. (acronym of Manifattura Intereuropea Semiconduttori Transistori Latina). The first
chassis of the Transix instead used only Philips transistors, identified by the initials OC
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shape of a tablet together with those in a metal case (an OC 71 as a driver transistor and a matched
pair of OC 72 in the push-pull output stage). All transistors used in both chassis are always
germanium and PNP type made with alloy technique of making junctions. Only the chassis that
mount the MISTRAL transistors use the type SFT320 that was a more recent transistor, of the drift
type, built either by alloy or by exploiting the innovative diffusion techniques for the creation of its
base (for more details on the drift transistor see ARM No. 86 the article dedicated to the radio Sirio
of the Geloso). Always looking at the schematic of this radio receiver we see that it was powered
with a voltage of 9 volts with positive to ground (I personally found this polarity on the chassis).
Moreover, the careful eye of the expert reader will have noticed the graphic error in the battery
symbol that in this scheme is drawn (or, if you prefer, inserted) with the polarities inverted.

Fig.3 (Transix first type)

Fig.4 (Transix 2nd type or Transix A)
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Thanks to my friend Gabriele, owner of more examples of this radio, we are lucky to compare the
chassis of both types. First of all it must be said that both the two
chassis have the same dimensions of 70 mm in width and 86 in
height (the TR-610's chassis measures instead 58 mm in width x
69 in height). Looking at the Transix chassis on the component
side (Fig. 3 and 4), the large control knobs and the tuning dial wheel
immediately catch the eye. The magnetodynamic loudspeaker
(Fig.5) is also quite large for a pocket-sized one, measuring up to 70
mm. The components used, in particular the Intermediate
Frequency transformers (IF) and the audio ones, are of the
miniature type but of well evident size compared to those used in
the Sony TR-610 where the level of miniaturization of components
is already more stringent (sub-miniature components). Note the
cylindrical shape of the IF transformers typical of many national
production radio chassis.
Fig.5

In the first Transix type each IF-transformer (Fig. 3) has a curious
hexagon nut on top of it.

Fig.6 The two Transix chassis viewed on the soldering side: on the left the type A and the first type on the right

Comparing the two chassis on the side of the printed circuit, one notes that different is also the
design of the path of its engraved copper tracks (Fig.6) and, as a consequence, changes the
dislocation of the components on it. In fact, the photos (Figs. 3, 4 and 6) clearly show that in the first
Transix the two audio transformers are on opposite sides of the chassis while in the second Transix
the two transformers are mounted close (following a more rational logic) on the left side with
interposed the matched transistors of the output stage. All three I-F transformers are also arranged
in a completely different position, moving from one type to another, as well as the oscillator coil at
the top left in the Transix A, while barely visible in the first type on the upper right side almost
completely covered by the tuning command. On the printed circuit of the first type the name of the
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company "SNT" was engraved in the lower middle part, while the second type chassis shows under
the stylized name of the company the inscription "MILANO". Note the two different types of
transistors mounted: all OC on the first type chassis and type 2G on the other. The only Transix
sample of my collection despite having a type A (second type) chassis still mounts OC transistors
instead of using the 2G types typical of the second type. A necessary clarification must be made
regarding some more modern components that can be glimpsed in the pictures of the two chassis.
These are some electrolytic capacitors replaced because faults and battery clips updated to the
modern and very common 9-volt batteries, a type of smaller battery that was already in use at the
time when the Transix came out and that the Japanese used in their transistor radios such as found
on the Sony model 610.
As can be seen from the ANIE catalog, the Transix weighed 365 grams. Obviously the weight was
complete with the battery because my digital balance marks for this "transistor" a weight of 315
grams without any internal battery. When replacing the battery, I feel obliged to advise all lucky
owners of a Transix to pay close attention when they try to open the back panel of the appliance. In
fact, this panel is easily detached only if before proceeding with the removal of the same one has
the foresight to extract the two lateral ends of the rotating rod. This simple operation also avoids
creating damage to the plastic cabinet.
Collecting and vintage radio market
It’s too bad that on my Transix (type A) and not even for that of my friend Gabriele Galleazzi, who
inspired this article, there is no trace of the serial number of the set. Carefully sifting through
the famous ANIE catalogs, we can see that the Transix set appears only up to volume 7 relating to
the two-year period 1961-'62 and that the Negro & Torretta presents its radio sets to the ANIE only
(pity!) up to volume n. 11 of 1965-'66, without going beyond. The
models presented in the aforesaid period of time (seven years!),
with the exception of the model S-41 which was tube-equipped,
are all transistor radios, a sign that the company was born with the
vocation of making transistorized sets and keeping up with the
times. Among the various models of radio receivers, along with
three others of pocket size, several other portables were produced,
working both on the Broadcast band (Medium Waves) and also in
Short Waves (SW) and Frequency Modulation (FM), among which
the TR8 and the TR13 FM (presented on the ANIE No. 8 of 1962'63, with the first one on the MW band and also of the short waves
and the second a three-band set with an FM band). In the S.N.T.
production they’re aren’t missing table models working with
mains voltage (the model TR7, the Transradio - ANIE No. 7 and
the model 1101 - ANIE n. 10) as well as a portable radio
convertible into a car radio (the 1102 model still on the ANIE No.
10) and, finally, a radio phonograph, the Baby Juke Box, that is a
MW radio with a portable 45 rpm turntable. The other three
portable radios produced by Negro & Torretta were the Transradio
6TI (presented on the ANIE No. 7), the TR2 (for the first time
appeared on the ANIE catalog n. 8), slightly larger, and, similar to
it, the 172 (for the first time on ANIE No. 10) all three of these
horizontal type models, working only on the MW-band and
equipped with SFT-transistors. It should be noted here that SNT
also produced reel tape recorders, that could be powered from the
AC mains (at 110 o 220 volts) and here reference is made to the
model RG 21, the RG 22 (displayed on more than a desk at the last
edition of the Marzaglia's Fleemarkt (Il Mercatino di Marzaglia)
and the model 2001 of the which we have certain information
because they are found on the ANIE catalogs,
Fig.7
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respectively on n. 8, 9 and 11.
What was of the Negro & Torretta Company over the years after 1966, I am not currently able to
say. In the Chamber of commerce company registration historical overview (by myself requested
from the Milan Chamber of Commerce) no more information about this company has emerged. I
invite however, as a testimony, some personal memories about his Transix that my friend Gabriele with the courtesy that distinguishes him - has sent me, and I thank him to for allowing the
publication of his remarks here (see below, "Report of a special summer ").
We are not able to know (due to the lack of the serial number on the radios produced and other
documentation concerning the company) how many Transix sets were built from the SNT, but from
the ANIE catalogs and in some ads of the time we at least learn that the radio was
available in ivory, red and green color variations. We have seen the Transix in the first two color
variations while it seems unobtainable the version in green color and who knows that does not exist
somewhere even someone black? The selling price of the Transix complete with plastic sheath,
indicated at its launch (1960) in 25,000 Lire came well soon modulated at 19.500 Li r e,
comprehensive this time of all the accessories (stack, leather bag and headset) as reported on ANIE
volumes 6 and 7, respectively of the biennium 1960-'61 and 1961-'62 over that on the price list of
the note 1962 magazine Radio Industria from which it is also treated the ad (No. 252 of August
1960) reported in this article (Fig.7)5. The price of this radio, in those years of profound social
disparity, it certainly was not affordable for all budgets considering that the monthly salary for a
worker from Northern Italy, even if he had emigrated from the South, again in 1963, was around
70,000 Lire6. Performing the appropriate monetary revaluations with the help of the coefficients
provided by Istat (and available on their site) referred to the last available year (2008) and operating
the Lire / Euro conversion, we can see that 70,000 Lire in 1960 corresponds to less than 850 euros - while 19.500 Italian Lire enough necessary to buy the Transix, this would be the equivalent of
about € 237 today: I leave it to you to consider this!

Fig.9

On the other hand, while Italian transistor radios were certainly more expensive than the Japanese
transistor sets there were exceptions. If, for example the famous GLOBAL GR-711 of which I said
in ARM n.77 that almost all, were sold in 1962 for 13,500 Lire, the most famous SONY TR-610, to
which the designers of SNT were inspired to produce their Transix, was sold (on the regular
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market!) at a good 32,000 lire (!) from the well-known company from Bologna "Bottoni & Rubbi"
as evidenced by the advertising appeared on the vintage Italian hobbyst magazine Sistema Pratico
n. 2 of 1960 (Fig.9). And it must be said that, although slightly more "cumbersome", our Transix,
although aesthetically perhaps less attractive than the Sony TR-610, did not have, in fact, anything
to envy the latter for its sensitivity in the reception of the most distant stations both for the excellent
sound quality supported by an output power that reaches 180 mW with a distortion of 10% (as per
review on ANIE No. 5). I remind you that the TR-610 also used six transistors in a superheterodyne
circuit with three Intermediate-Frequency transformer (like the Transix) and a push-pull audio
output stage. After telling you how much I have managed to put together on this radio and its
manufacturer, with all the difficulties that characterize the work of historical research, as a
passionate collector of transistor radios, I would like to recommend the lucky owners of a SNT
Transix to keep it tight because in many years of collecting, from my personal experience around
flea markets, fairs, observation on eBay and various knowledge, I can count with the fingers of one
hand. It is therefore a very rare transistor radio to find, probably because it is produced in a limited
number of units. It is the first (together with the portable SNT 611?) radio produced by SNT and is
one of the first and few Italian transistor pocket radio to have a vertical shape while most of the
Italian radios have a horizontal orientation. You can find it equipped with the Philips transistors and
what I think most interesting, with the first transistors built in Italy. For this reason, Transix can, in
my opinion, reach high price quotes. Our guide "Transistor Radios" publishes the red version on
page 183 while, and (eh, eh!) as icing on the cake, there is also a version of the Transix that bears a
front panel with the letterings "CARISCH" (Fig.10)7 instead of SNT and "baby" instead of “transix”.
Even here I have unfortunately not found further news and I can not say if it is a one-of-kind
specimen commisioned upon request, that is a custom version as we would say today (in Italy) with
a commonly-used Anglicism. Thanks to the Internet and to the computer with which I made this
article, I did a search on the term "CARISCH" and from the Free Encyclopedia of Wikipedia8,
available for free (what luck!) online, come out the Carisch Editions and the homonymous record
house active from 1949 to 1989. The radio was at the time one of the few vehicles to spread music
as well as news, and to combine the name of a discographyc house with a radio was certainly a
happy idea!

° ~ ° ~°~°
Memory of a Special Summer
It was the end of July 1960, when, after completing the school year and happily fired from
the V Gymnasium (in the old time, in Italy it was the 10th class at the Gymansium) by the college
of Lanzo Torinese (the second college founded by Don Bosco, now closed), I returned home for the
summer holidays. Summer brings boys to new discoveries, to practice the hobbies set aside during
the school year and more, at 15, to notice some differences between the playmates of all time: the
girls (the "girls"?) you look at them with a different interest. For at least a couple of years,
I had started reading, without losing a single issue, "SISTEMA PRATICO", that magnificent
magazine by Giuseppe Montuschi that no longer had the same: clear in the technical articles,
intriguing in suggesting the secrets of the "arrangisti" (tinkerers), certain simple times with articles
that also involved fishing lures (perhaps there was a passionate editorial staff), but always beautiful
to read and full of ideas and suggestions. Perhaps thanks also to this reading I became more and
more interested in the technical subjects until I later betrayed the high school diploma, enrolling
myself at the Milan Polytechnic (Technical Univeristy), then becoming an aeronautical engineer
and working in that sector for all my professional life. To continue the story of that summer of '60,
I remember that I had become so enthusiastic about the new transistor technology that it was the
most
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natural thing in the world to respond to my mother, who offered me a gift for gymnasium
promotion, my greatst desire in a transistor radio...
(for the scooter needed at age 16, as I was still young!). I had seen around a "radiolina" (a small,
shirt-pocket radio in Italian, it was the Sony TR-610, I
learned a lot later), but we had to go to Genova, they said on
the Pré street that went very well to meet a "smuggler" and
buy it. It was said that, given the honesty of the smugglers,
the risk of suffering a "hoax" was minimal even if not
absolutely (one person ended up with a closed package
bought too quickly, a can of furniture wax). Prices were
around 12/13,000 Lire, a figure that, by proportioning it for
example at the price of a Vespa of then (125,000 Lire, now it
costs more than 4,000 Euros, assuming me kept up-to-date)
was in itself a small investment. To avoid waiting an
unlikely trip to Genoa, I preferred to seek an alternative.
Accompanying my mother to shop in Novara, the city
"bigger" closer, I went to all the local electronics stores I
could find, and on display in the Barale showcase, a store
that still exists today, I found a radio very similar to Sony: it
was a SNT "Transix". I had no way of comparing the Sony's
size with it, which in fact was a bit 'bigger, and in any case,
given my mother's usual generosity, even at the price of 16.000 Lire, the radio ... it was mine. A
wonderful radio! It revealed immediately to be endowed with high sensitivity, which allowed for
the tuning of all 3 RAI programs (The RAI -Radiotelevisione Italiana- is the public Italian radio
and television broadcaster) even far from city, at night it received innumerable foreign stations and
also had a great tone of voice: and still now my working
example of the 3 that I have in my collection plays much
better than the TR-610, maybe thanks also to the speaker
being a little bigger. I would say that it has a hot stamp
but clear that on the Japanese it can only be found on the
radio with speaker bigger than the TR-610 and with a
greater number of transistors. I would say that the radio
has an output power around the 250-300 mW. The
"Transix" SNT was originally powered by a 9-volt
battery of a type in use in those years, now impossible to
find, in section square and larger almost double of the
classic 9 V. The two electrodes were placed at both ends,
with "buttons" a little larger than those of current
batteries, but with the same form for the two respective
polarities ("button for the positive pole and clip for the
negative).
The SNT "Transix" was certainly produced in two colors,
since find them both in my collection, white/ivory and
red. I'm not sure, but I still have the suspicion that it was
also produced in black, though I've never seen one. Someone told me at the time, I think a
shopkeeper in Milan from which I had bought a battery for the radio, which the founders of the
"Company Negro and Torretta "were two designers of the Geloso, who left that famous Society to
set up on their own, perhaps because of disagreements for the indecision and slowness of Geloso in
converting to transistors its production from the valve circuits (in which Geloso excelled for home
appliances and high power, not Hi-Fi).
Although perhaps not many were sold (I have struggled not a little to find the two specimens
I have) I think the Transix was SNT’s best product: I have a larger radio in my collection, following
on the Transix, and I've seen others, one in the hands of the known collector Prof. Aldo Andreani,
but I have not seen buildings of the same quality of the Transix. I had the chance to briefly visit the
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SNT in Milan, in Via Corrado il Salico, 30, leaving the city to Pavia, to have my Transix repaired:
one small factory in the suburbs of Milan, I remember it being very neat and available to customers.
It could be 1967 or '68; memory of having met Torretta on that occasion. That was my only one
contact with the factory. I do not know when it closed, I think in the ‘80s, years in which even
larger companies closed, such as Lesa, Geloso and others, and very few managed to survive. At the
moment I could not find other Transix data:
Santino D'Amé, the well-known collector near Turin who has me surrendered his red Transix, wrote
me that he saw a schematic diagram of the Transix. I also have a working specimen, bianco-avorio
(white/ivory), owned by Andreani, and converted to a current 9 V battery which obviously does not
involve drawbacks if not the different duration of the battery smaller than the original which, as I
said, is not more available. On several occasions I have had the opportunity to talk about the
Transix with my friend Lello and, some time later, he told me he had collected enough news on this
radio since be able to derive an article to publish together with my boy's history. I agreed
immediately to share with fans like me those memories, those emotions. And my Transix bought in
1960? Of course there is again, also colored white-ivory, but it hasn’t worked for many years. And
there is no longer a factory where I colud bring it back to fix it!
Milan, Augut 29, 2009

° ~ ° ~°~°
Salorno (BZ) Italy, January 24 2019
© Copyright 2018, Lello Salvatore. This article may be freely reproduced. The only thing the
author asks is the mention of his name for his effort
~ A special thanks to Bob for his proofreading work of my translation from Italian into English ~
Lello Salvatore
Please note: - The Italian edition of this article was published in the issue N°92 (September-October
2009) of the Italian bimonthly journal for vintage radios, Antique Radio Magazine. You can find
the Italian-language issue at:
http://www.antiqueradio.it/ARM/index.php?page=shop.product_details&flypage=flypage.tpl&prod
uct_id=126&category_id=13&option=com_virtuemart&Itemid=62
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See the following articles: on the Allocchio Bacchini mod. 2010 Radialba published on ARM n. 89 - on the Zephyr
series of the Voxson on ARM n. 62 and on the history of Voxson on ARM n. 67.
Data visible at the web address: http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Giochi_della_XVII_Olimpiade
Data collected directly from the Sony website at: http://www.sony.net/Fun/SH/1-6/h1.html
See article dedicated to the model Sony TR-610 (and TR-510) appeared on ARM n. 49.
Courtesy of Adriano Michelini for providing this picture.
From the article "How and why the PCI has earned one million votes", on PANORAMA, n. June 9, 1963
Courtesy of the Veronese transistor radio collector Marzio Nodari for providing this photograph.
Data visible at the web address: http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carisch
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